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SUKMARY 

Force tests on rubber de-icer models of several dif- 
ferent profiles, at approximately one-third full scale, 
have been carried out in the N.A.C.A. 8-foot high-speed 
wind tunnel. The conventional de-icer installation, de- 
flated, added about 15 percent to the smooth-wing drag 
and, inflated, added about 100 percent. -An improved fn- 
stallation with flush attaching strips added about 10 per- 
cent, deflated. Tho bulging, or ballooning, of de-icers 
from the ning surface is described and some remedies are 
discussed. 

INTRODUCTSOF 

Devices for preventing ice formation on aircraft must 
be judged not only for their efficacy in eliminating icing 
troubles but also for their effect on the performance of 
the aircraft. Although the first itom is of primary im- - 
portance, the second item is of considerable interest, es- 
pecially since the de-icing installation normally affects 
the aircraft performance for a much'longer period of, time 
(generally all minter) than the period of actual use (per- 
haps 10 percent of winter flying time). The drag character-. ..-- 
istics mere investigated for the device most commonly used 
for ice removal in the minter 1937-38, the inflatable rub- 
ber de-icer. The drag of a normal installation, inflated 
and deflated, was determined, as was the drag of a pro- 
posed flush-type installation. 

The N.A.C.A. 8-foot high-speed wind tunnel was chosen 
fur the tests because the combination of a large test win& 
and a wide speed range permitted testing at large Reynolds 
Numbers. The equipment provided the opportunity of ob- 
serving any poculiaritios caused by high speeds, such as 
the fluttering and the bulging of de-iccrs in flight. 
Quantitative measurements vere made of the bulging, and 
means of alleviating the condition were developed, 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD 

The de-icer models were mounted on a smooth metal 
wing of N.A.C.A. 23012 section. The wing chord f~as 5 feet, 
and the ning assembly completely spanned the S-foot-diam- 
eter closed throat of the rind tunnel. The rubber part of 
the de-icer was a 0.28-scale model of a 5-tube de-icor in- 
tended for wings of about 210-inch chord. It was found to 
be impracticable to make the metal attaching strips pro- 
portionately small so they were reproduced at 0.5 scale. 
Vhen the variation of dimensions from one actual installa- 
tion to another is considered, the scale of the model may 
be taken as one-third.. The dimensions of the model de-icer 
are shown in figure 1. 

lor convenience, the inflated and deflated conditions 
of the.de-icer were represented by separate installations. 
The installations representing the inflated do-icer were 
composites of mood blocks, to give.the correct size and 
shape for the inflatod tubes, and rubber covering, to givo 
the praper surface conditions and profile between inflated 
tubes. This nethod simul&tesactual installations in 
flight except that in test the de-icer was prevented from 
deforming at the inflated tubes; whereas in scrvicc, with 
*air pressure maintaining the dc-icer profile, some defor- 
mation is -possible at the higher spocds. This difference 
is not serious because it occurs only for the inflated 
condition nhen the de-icor drag iS e-xceodingly high and 
thorcfore probably not sensitive tu small changes. 

This method of construction, of course, did not per- 
mit tests of the de-icer installation as actually operated 
by an air pump with the repeahd cycle of: tubes deflated, 
tictubes inflated, two tu bes deflated and three tubes in- 
flated, then all tubes deflated again. Only a very small 
part of the cycle, however, is occupied by the transition 
from one condition to another, and the de-icer maintains 
each profile sufficiently long for the corresponding flow 
pattern to be well established. The &rag t-hroughout tho 
whole cycle and the average drag can therefore bo estimated - . . 
from the present results for the condition of no ice.- _ 

= 

.- 

The construction and attachment of the deflated de- 
icers were the same as in service except that, as noted 
later, some of-the final forms were cemented to the wing 
for a better comparison of the various profiles at high 
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speeds. FZgure 1, illustrating the constructions used to 
simulate the do-icer profilos tested, reprosonts tho nor- 
mal installation (a) vith three tubes inflated, (b) nith 
tno tubas inflated, and (c) vrith all tubes deflated; and 
(d) a pro'posed flush-type installation, both with the 
normal de-icer surface (somewhat irregular -owvfng to the 
varying thicknesses of rubber used and the fact that the 
tubes do not lie perfectly flat), and (e) mith a de-icer 
surface.having irregularities eliminated. The attachYng 
strips in the last tno. cases were recessed as far as prac- 
ticable into the wing surface. A few additional tests. rn- 
vestigatcd methods of reducing the bulging or tho balloon- 
ing of de-icers at high speeds and showed the affect of 
giving the rubber a high gloss finish.' 

The de-icers were tested at air speeds from 70 to 380 
miles per hour. The range depended on the particular model, 
the maximum range corresponding to Reynolds Numbers from 
3,000,OOO to 16,000,OOO. Tests were made only at lift co- 
efficients of 0, 0.15, and 0.3 to cover the range of high- 
speed flight. Air flow in the test section of the tunnel 
is sufficiently uniform and steady that any errors arising 
from these sources are insignificant. The turbulence, as 
measured by sphere tests, is approximately equfvalont to 
that of free air. 

RESULTS ARD DISCUSSION 

The results of the tests are dfscussed in terms of 
the increase in wing drag resulting from the installation 
of a de-icer. This increase is called the "de-icer drag" 
and is expressed as a percentage of the smooth-wing drag 
determined in the full-scale n-ind tunnel (refcrenco 1) and 
in the high-spoed tunnel. The air flair mas approximately 
tno-dimensional over tho ning; the changes may therefore 
be considered as changes in the airfoil sectLon character- 
istics. Table I summarizes the results for the three lift 
coefficfonts. Tho results for CI, = 0.15 are taken as 
typical and are used as a basis for draming genera-1 con- 
clusions. L 

Tests 1 and 2 (CL = 0.15) indicate that the wing 
drag was approximately doubled for the condition of in- 
flated de-icers. Test 3 is for the normal installation of 
a deflated de-icer and indicates the .detrinental effect, 
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on the.basis of drag, of-present-day installations at 
speeds below 200 miles per hour.as yrell as the more un- ‘ 
favorable effect of localized bulging or balloonins of 

-...- 

the de-icor away from the wing surface at highor sneeds. 
The bulgi'ng wt3s detected by visual observations of the do- 
icer during test; it will be seen that the drag changes 
correspond with the observed changes in de-icer profile. 
Figure l.(c) illustrates the sfze and the position of the 
bulges f.or CL = 0.15. Far 'CL' = 0, a bulge appeared 
only,,in'the lower position and., for CL = 0.3, only in 
the upper gositiop, A comparison ofthe theoretical pres- 
sure distribution about the wing with the positions at 
which bulging started indicates that the bulges appeared, 
for the three angles of attack tested, at or near the peak 
negative pressure ppagnts on the de-icor, The magnitude 
and Location of the peak negative pressures are as follows: 

-----l------- ---- ------ -- 

CL 
Teak pressure coefficient, 

P = F/9 I Location 
----- $----- -,--m..-- ---- +.---- --------- ~ .- 

0, 

. t 

-0.7 Lower surface., ,O.Olc 

--I. 

, 
----- ------w-P- -..--l_--_-- --- - 

-. 2 Upper surface, 0.03~ 
.15 ,. 

-. 3 Lower surface, 0.02~ 
.-. 

--I- ~-----..----~- ---I __1------_._-_---- -i- 

.3 L -e 5 Upper surface-, 0,03c 
.A---- --A ------- j' -- .--.- 

When the peak negative pressure coefficient is mul- 
ti-plied by the dynamic pressare of the air speed at which- 
bulging occurred, the result tndicates the bulging began 
nhen the local static pressur+reached a value 40 to 70 
pounds -per square foot below the free-stream value. These 
relations, using available theoretical-pressure distribu- 
tions (reference 2), may be used for predicting bulging on 
any ving. throughout its range of -speeds -and attitudes; 
these predictions agree'wtth reported. ezperi.en.ces includ- 
ing both landing and high-speed condit.ions. - 

The deformed de-icer reduces the local pressure still 
further at the bulge, thus making the p.rocess someqhat 
unstab,le. A remedy for this condition appeared to.be,tho 
venting of the air pocket under the bulge to the-negative 
pressure just outside tho bulge on the theory that, with 
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equalized pressure, there Rould be no tendency to form a 
bulge. Venting was tried, with-l/l&inch-diameter bolos 
at 2-inch intervals on a line along which the bulge formed, 
but vrith no success. The drag results wore the same as 
for tost 3, and the bulges formed at the same air speed. 
An additional test was made with the vent holes open and 
with each end of the de-icer sealed, to be sure that the 
vent holes were not being required to handle such a quan- 
tity of air that pressure equality was not reached benoath 
and above the de-icer, but nith no greater success. In- 
creasing the initial tension of the do-icer installation 
raised the air speod at which bulges appeared, as would be 
expected, by about 50 miles per hour as shown by test 4. 
Backing the rubber "elastic area" between tho tub.es propor 
and the attaching strips nith a fabric that stretched.vory 
little, thus making the only elastic area-that of the five 
tubes, raised the air speed at which bulges appeared an- 
other 50 miles per hour as shown by test 5. 

The initial tension of.the three deflated de-icers 
nith normal attachments .is not accurately known on account 
of the snubbing action around the leading edge of the wing 
but some idea of the magnitude of, and the changes in, the 
tension may bo gained from load-deflection curves .for each 
of the de-icor models and from the known stretch (l/4 inch) 
for each model. The estimated tensions nere: 

Condition Tension (lb. per Increase 
inch spanj (percent) --- -------- ---- _._- -__---_.----~-~ 

Eormal tension 0.5 0 

Increased tension .63 26 

Fabric backing .a6 ..- 
t 

72 
------------ --_-_----- 

The local pressures at nhich bulging occurred for these 
three conditions averaged 50, 90, and 120 pounds per 1 
square foot, respectively, below stream statfc pressure. 

The flush-type attachments mere first tostcd in con- 
junction with the normal de-icer having a slightly irreg- 
ular surface. The rubber, as in all the rest of the tests 
with flush-type attachments, vas cemented to the wing to 
eliminate changes in profile due to bulging so that drag 

- 
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comparisons with other profiles should be made_ only for' 
air speeds at which there is no bulging of the profiles. 
Test 6 indicates that, substitution-of the flush-type at- 
tachment decreased the drag 2 to 6 percent. In test 7, a 
rubber sheet of constant thickness was substituted for the 
normal de-ice2 rubber of varying thickness with the result 
that the drag was further reduced 2 to 7 percent fQr the 
speed range indicated,' The net result-of using fiush-type 
attachments and eliminating the irregularities ofthe rub- 
ber surface (compare tests 5 and 7) was a drag reduction 
of 5.to 13 percent, leaving de-icer drags of 7 to 10 ';)er- . 
cent of the smooth-wing drag. It mill.be seen that the 
drag caused by the installation of test 7 was still appre- 
ciable. The rubber surface was smoofi but gaTethe In- 
pressfon by feel that its frictio-n coefficient was higher 
than that of polished paint or metal; its surface nas 
therefore coated with dope to produce a glossy surfaca 
with a feel of low friction to detornino if the original 
surface was responsible for some of the residual drag. 
The results of test 8 j.ndicate that there was no effect of 
surface roughness. 

I 

. 
- 

The rasidual drags of 7 to 10 percent shown by tests I -I* 
7 and 8 must therefore ba due to the slight increase fn 
the nose thickness resulting from laying rubber over the 
original profile and to the slight discontinuity at the 
attaching strip. Unpublished data from the high-speed 
tunnel indicate that very small discont-inuities on the nose 
portions of smooth raings in air f-low of lo8 (approximately 
atmospheric) turbulence cause a disproportienately large 
drag increase, supposedly by disturbing the laminar flov 
over a portion of the wing. The final-results here also 
indicate the importance of elinfnating, to as great a de- 
gree as possible, any irregularities or discontinufties in 
de-icer or attachment profile. 

. 

- 

The foregoing--discussion indicates that.the de-icer 
drags presented here are applicable o.nly to installafions~ 
on smooth wings, that is, on wings nith'no projecting riv- 
et heads, surface roughness, Frotuberances, or disconti- 
nuities in surface contour, such as she.et-notal laps. The 
more irregularities on a ning, especially near the leading 
edge, before the installation ofde-icers, the less will 
be the drag increase due to the installation. It is con- 
ceivable that a row of rivets near the leading edge, or 
some other protuberance, may be causing so mu&h distur-b- 
:ance that the addition of de-icers may cause no increase 

L 

.-. 
. 
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in the disturbance and hence no-added drag. In the re- 
sults Fresented here, hoxever, the effects of the de-icer 
profile are not masked by other'disturbances, the complete 
effect of the change in profile due to the addition of a 
de-icer is indicated, and the drag increases presented are 
applicable to. the basic, and ultimately desirable, case of 
a smooth wing. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. D'rag additions caused by a normal, deflated de- 
icer were from 13 to 29 percent of the smooth-wing drag, 
depending on the speed and attitude of the wing. 

2. For the inflated conditions, the drag additions 
ivcre of the order of 100 percent of the smooth-wing drag. 

3. Beneficial results were obtained both by elimi- 
nating the irregularities of the deflated de-icer sur- 
face and by making the attaching fittings as nearly flush -. 
as possible. The drag additions were then from l.to-_l9 
percent. 

4. Fluttering and bulging of rubber de-i.cers mere 
exper'ienced when they vero subjected to negative pressures 
of the order of 60 pounds Fer square foot. The critical 
speed was raised as much as 100 miles per hour by in- 
creasing the tension in the rubber and backing the rubber 
pith fabric. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Wational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., September 8, 1938. 
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TABLE I. De-icer Dreg 

I Air epeed, m.p.h.-> 
Test De, 

t 

Attach. 
msnt 

1 NOl.-lld 

2 NOIlIBl 
3 Normal 
4 Normal 

5 Hormal 

-1 
f 

cer profile 

Rubber 

3 tubes ihflated 
2 tubee inflgted 
Deflated, normel 
Deflated, in- 
creased tension 

Deflated, fabric 
backing 

DefLatea, nomtd 

surface, bulging 
prevented by ce- 
menting to wing 

Deflated, smooth 
BuTface, bulgiw 
prevented by ce- 
menting to wing 

Deflated, smooth 
doped surface, 
bulging pre- 
vented by ce- 
menting to wing 

E *I 
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- 
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=Bulging has started. 
$ulging. 
'Air speed 270 m.p.h. 
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(a) 3 Tubes inflated. 

(b) 2 Tuber Inflated. 
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(d) IbfPated, flush attachment, 
norms1 de-icer rubber. 

fnchar 
- 

(e) Deflated, flush rttscbment, 
amoo th de-kar rubber. 

(c) Deflated. 

figtue 1.0 Model de 4cer profiles. 


